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Abstract

Objectives: To make comparative performance evaluation of “BA-TPF” technique for regression test case optimization on “Online Shopping”, “Order Management”, “ATM System” and “Telephone System”. Methods: “BA-TPF” focuses on generation of optimized test sequences using bat algorithm and then producing the optimized and prioritized test suite by calculating the prioritized test suite possessing the highest path fitness. This study carries out the comparative evaluation of the recently proposed “BA-TPF” technique for optimized test sequence generation and prioritization. Three metrics namely TCP (“Test Suite Percentage required for Complete Path Coverage”), PRT (“Percentage of Repeated Transitions”) and APPC (“Average Percentage of Path Covered”) have been used for performance measurement of the proposed technique.

Findings: The proposed technique “BA-TPF“ demonstrates its competence on all the three parameters. It could achieve highest path coverage with minimized repetitions and minimized test suite in comparison to contemporary techniques for regression test optimization.

Improvements: This approach basically generates the test path sequences using the bat algorithm and then calculates the test path fitness on the generated sequences. The prioritized test sequences are generated by arranging the test sequences in descending order from highest to lowest path fitness values.
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1. Introduction

Software code keeps on changing as the defects are fixed by the developers. Every time a defect gets fixed, the software code is altered and updated. Moreover, the requirements of the end-user cannot be considered as fixed in most of the cases and these ever-changing user requirements also contribute towards continuous changes in code. Regression Testing is also an essential testing that need to be performed after the amendments are incorporated in the software code to ensure that these amendments do not adversely affect rest of the software system. One can conclude that changes/amendments in the software code are inevitable. Hence, Regression testing is a necessary evil because regression testing is extremely expensive, time intensive and iterative phase of software testing that must be carried out after every change in software code.

Figure 1 depicts the regression testing process by taking an example of any software program P, which has been released as version X. After P gets released, any kind of corrective, adaptive or perfective maintenance will change the software code leading to the newer version of software program P’ (release version Y). Thereafter, this modified software program P’ undergoes rigorous testing again as a safety measure so that the accurate functioning of newly added functionality can be assured. Moreover, this re-testing of software program P’ ensures that the change in code has not affected rest of the system and the newer defects have not been introduced in system. Therefore, running the regression tests cross verifies that all kinds of malfunctioning of the updated software program P’ gets detected and fixed before P’ is released as version Y. Regression testing can be implemented in various ways. A software developer can re-execute the test cases of the original test suite.
which was executed on the earlier version of the software system; this method is often denoted as “retest-all approach”\textsuperscript{1-3}. However, the limitation of this approach is that it is impractical to re-execute all test cases again and leads to useless efforts as modification affect only a portion of a system. Some test suites are extremely large, therefore cost and time constraints do not permit re-execution of all test cases in a test suite to carry out regression tests\textsuperscript{4,5}. Therefore, developers may use any of the following options:

- Test Case Selection: “Run only a subset of the test suite, which can be chosen by using regression test selection techniques”.
- Test Case Minimization: “Permanently reduce the number of test cases by eliminating redundant test cases from the test suite”.
- Test Case Prioritization: “Re-schedule the execution sequences of the test cases within the test suite in a particular order to maximize some goal”

1.1 Optimization:

It is the process of achieving certain objective using minimum resources and efforts based on an approach better than other contemporary approaches. “Optimization algorithms are search methods where the goal is to find an optimal solution to a problem, in order to satisfy one or more objective functions, possibly subject to a set of constraints. “The optimization process is shown in Figure 2. Optimization is the method using which one can discover the maximum or minimum value of a function or process. This method is used in many fields such as engineering, physics, economics and chemistry where the objective is to maximize effectiveness or production etc. Optimization can either refer to or maximization or minimization. “Maximization of a function \( f \) is equivalent to minimization of the opposite of this function \(-f\).” Scientists and researchers may conjure up a novel idea and optimization tries to improve that idea.

Open research questions in the field of regression testing includes efficient reduction and multi-objective optimization of size of regression test suite, test data generation for regression testing techniques, development of customized regression testing techniques for other emerging domains of software development\textsuperscript{1-4}.

Running entire set of regression test suite after every change makes it a cumbersome task that requires cost, time and efforts repetitively\textsuperscript{6-8}. Moreover, time and cost constraints always create barrier in running the entire test set repeatedly to carry out regression testing. Keeping in view the complexity and iterative nature of regression testing, there arises a need of minimized and optimized set of set cases that can perform the task of regression testing without compromising the efficiency and efficacy of regression testing. To efficiently handle the quickly changing user requirements of modern-day large scale and complex software systems, there is an urgent need of efficient and effective regression testing paradigms that can reduce overall cost, time, efforts and assists in enhancing software quality\textsuperscript{9,10}.

1. Comparative Performance Evaluation of “BA-TPF”

Viability of testing remains lower than desires, even after the extensive research to develop efficient testing techniques to enhance the quality of the product. Although testing is very costly and time-consuming activity, still there is no substitute for testing as it is the only way to achieve software quality. It is not feasible to completely and exhaustively test software due to cost and time constraints. Therefore, even after usage of maximum efforts.
and efficient testing techniques, there is no guarantee of producing bug-free software. Testing can only reveal the existence of bugs; however, it can never guarantee the absence of bugs (or defects or faults). Hence, basic goal of software testing is revealing maximum bugs within minimum stipulated time and efforts. As exhaustive testing of software is not possible, the focus must be towards utilizing the most suitable and optimized testing techniques among the pool of available testing strategies. Therefore, the most challenging job in software testing is to pick most appropriate and influential testing techniques (or approach) that can proficiently assist in intensifying test efficacy and efficiency up to highest extent. Latest research studies endorse that appropriate combination of diverse testing techniques must be used for testing the software projects as diverse techniques emphasis on multiple aspects of software testing. Regardless of the fact that many advancements have been carried out in recent years for evaluating the effectiveness and proficiency of testing techniques; a long way is still pending to cover as the results are sometimes either contradictory or are confined for a specific domain. Subsequently, as software testing is considered the most significant and most expensive phase, the goal of this present research would not be towards discovering a single approach that can substitute the other testing approaches/techniques in all aspects; but to propose an approach the which can assist us to optimize the regression test suite by satisfying multiple objective functions of optimization like minimized repetitions in transitions, enhance path coverage with minimized test suite size. Most of the research in the field of regression test case optimization has focused only towards enhancing the code coverage, path coverage and number of faults detected. Negligible research work has been carried out to develop multi-objective regression test case optimization technique to enhance path coverage with minimum test suite size. The performance evaluation of the proposed “BA-TPF” approach has been carried out against contemporary approaches like Bat Algorithm (BA), Genetic

The proposed “BA-TPF” technique for regression test case optimization has been experimentally evaluated using four case studies namely online shopping system, Order Management System, ATM system, Telephone System. This study carries out the comparative performance evaluation of “BA-TPF” approach for test case optimization using three metrics:

- TCP (Test Suite Percentage required for Complete Path Coverage)
- PRT (Percentage of Repeated Transitions)
- APPC (Average Percentage of Path Covered)
- TCP (Test Suite Percentage required for Complete Path Coverage) Metric. A test sequence with lower value of TCP metric is considered as best and cost-effective because it needs lesser test cases to be executed without compromising the path coverage capability. Minimum value of TCP implies achieving complete path coverage with minimum time and minimum efforts as minimum test cases execution is required.

\[
TCP = \frac{\text{No. Of Test Cases Required for Complete Path Coverage}}{\text{Total Number of Test Case}} \times 100 \quad (1)
\]

- PRT metric calculates the percentage of the redundant transitions in a test sequence. Notion for Calculation of PRT can be defined as:

\[
PRT = \frac{\text{Total No. Of Repeated Transitions in a Test Sequence that achieve complete Path coverage}}{\text{Total Number of Test Cases required for Complete Path Coverage}} \times 100 \quad (2)
\]

A test sequence with lower value of PRT metric is considered as better as it possesses the lesser redundancy in comparison to the other test sequences. Minimum value of PRT implies achieving complete path coverage with minimum repetitions and redundancy.

- APPC (Average Percentage of Path Covered) Metric: This metric proposed by basically finds the average percentage of path or transitions covered by an approach. Higher value of APPC is solicited for better test case optimization technique.

\[
APPC = \left[ \frac{1}{\text{m}} - \frac{\text{TP1} + \text{TP2} + \text{TP3} + \ldots + \text{TPm}}{\text{m}} \right] + \frac{1}{2\text{n}} \quad (3)
\]

where, \( n \) = no. of test cases \( m \) = no. of test paths covered \( \text{TP}_m \) = Position of test case that covers the \( m \)th test path first
Algorithm (GA), Ant Colony Optimization (ACO), and Bee Colony Optimization (BCO) to measure the effectiveness of the proposed approach.

2.1 ATM System-Case Study 1
The proposed “BA-TPF” technique was experimentally evaluated against other contemporary approaches on “ATM System” case study. The results obtained were measured based on three metrics values as shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 3. Comparative analysis of proposed “BA-TPF” technique-case study 1.](image)

2.2 Online Shopping-Case Study 2
The proposed “BA-TPF” technique was experimentally evaluated against other contemporary approaches on “Online Shopping” case study. The results obtained were measured based on three metrics values as shown in Figure 4.

![Figure 4. Comparative analysis of proposed “BA-TPF” technique-case study 2.](image)

2.3 Order Management-Case Study 3
The proposed “BA-TPF” technique was experimentally evaluated against other contemporary approaches on “Order Management” case study. The results obtained were measured based on three metrics values as shown in Figure 5.

![Figure 5. Comparative analysis of proposed “BA-TPF” technique-case study 3.](image)

2.4 Telephone System-Case Study 4
The proposed “BA-TPF” technique was experimentally evaluated against other contemporary approaches on “Telephone System” case study. The results obtained were measured based on three metrics values as shown in Figure 6.

![Figure 6. Comparative analysis of proposed “BA-TPF” technique-case study 4.](image)

3. Comparative Metrics Performance Evaluation
This section makes a comparative evaluation of the proposed technique based on individual parameters or metrics namely TCP, PRT, APCC. The comparison truly depicts the efficiency and efficacy of the proposed technique in terms of its ability to attain higher path coverage, minimum transition repetitions and minimum test suite size for execution.
3.1 Comparative TCP Values

This section makes a comparative performance evaluation of the proposed “BA-TPF” technique in terms of TCP values against other contemporary approaches. The results obtained are shown in Figure 7.

![Figure 7. Comparison of TCP values.](image_url1)

3.2 Comparative PRT Values

This section makes a comparative performance evaluation of the proposed “BA-TPF” technique in terms of PRT values against other contemporary approaches. The results obtained are shown in Figure 8.

![Figure 8. Comparison of PRT values.](image_url2)

3.3 Comparative APPC Values

This section makes a comparative performance evaluation of the proposed “BA-TPF” technique in terms of APCC values against other contemporary approaches. The results obtained are shown in Figure 9.

(Figure 10) depicts the comparative analysis of all the case studies. It is evident from the comparative performance evaluation of the proposed “BA-TPF” technique that the proposed techniques outperform the other techniques on all fronts collectively on all parameters considered. Individual parameter performance comparison also reveals that proposed technique has the potential of achieving higher path coverage (higher APCC) with minimized repetitions (lower PRT) and minimum test suite execution size (lower TCP).

![Figure 9. Comparison of APCC values.](image_url3)

![Figure 10. Comparative analysis of proposed “BA-TPF” technique using all case studies.](image_url4)

4. Conclusion

This study presented the comparative performance evaluation of recently proposed “BA-TPF” technique against other approaches like GA, BCO, ACO and BA. It has been observed that the proposed technique has the potential of achieving higher path coverage (higher APCC) with minimized repetitions (lower PRT) and minimum test suite execution size (lower TCP). The future research is to focus on measuring the effectiveness of the proposed m-ACO technique on some other parameters using diverse case studies.
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